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COSTS
A Full Day: £250
Half-a-Day: £150
Hourly rate: £50
(N.B I can include
assemblies and address
whole schools)

Based in Staffordshire, I am an Author and Storyteller, who
works with schools and nurseries, performing original stories for
pupils throughout the Key Stage range, inspiring reading,
creative writing, and performance inspired by workshops.
My story sessions and school
workshops are fun and
engaging, exciting, very
Informative & interactive. My
mission is to leave children
really enthused about reading
and writing their own works,
about performing before others, and speaking in public.

PROFESSIONAL AIMS
• To demonstrate that storytelling can be used factually as well as in writing
fiction, to tell an exciting tale about serious subjects as well as imaginary
themes.
• To bring to life themed subjects keyed to the curriculum (2014), with the use of
original stories prepared for the occasion, along with props and illustrations,
photos, sound recordings and film or power point, etc, where appropriate to the
subject.
• To instigate age appropriate discussion with older children, and
deductive exploration on the part of younger pupils. To encourage
the writing and performing of stories and enthusiastic reading.

I have full contemporaneous DBS certificates and clearance, and as a Member of NAWE (The National
Association of Writer in Education) I have full Public Liability Insurance.

Glenn Martin James : Professional Experience
Member of the NAWE (National Association of Writers in Education)
Education Outreach Storyteller for Operation Spitfire
Outreach Storytelling & scriptwriting for 5 films with “Hidden Voices”
The Staffordshire Film Archive
City of Stoke on Trent Ambassador
Professional Writer, Storyteller and Performer (schools,
Nurseries and Museums)
Studio Manager, Features Producer and Journalist of WCR Radio
and the BBC Black-Country Studio
Author & Illustrator in Residence at Ellison Primary School,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme
Verbatim Crime Reporter with Marten Walsh Cherer
Ltd (Midlands Criminal Court Circuit)
Inaugural Press Officer and Deputy Festival Director of Worcestershire Literary Festival
Co-Founder of the “42” Genre-Specific Open-Mic Night for Writers
Graphic Design Graduate (University of Wolverhampton)

RESIDENCES
Glenn has undertaken sessions with all year groups at Ellison Primary Academy in Wolstanton,
Staffordshire, from EYFS to Year 6, on all kinds of different subjects; Ranging from Egyptian Mummies and
why one is thought to have caused the Titanic to sink, to WW” and the Spitfire, to mystery stories
encouraging children to figure out an intriguing Christmas story, to highly adventurous stories subtly
highlighting stranger danger, self-reliance, resourcefulness and courage. Glenn is a regular judge for the
school’s Public Speaking Competitions, and also ran a very popular Illustration club for the children.

OUTREACH WORK

Operation Spitfire
Operation Spitfire is an organisation dedicated to raising
funds t o r e s tor e R W 3 8 8 , t he Spitfire h o u s e d i n the
Potteries Museum and Art Gallery. Their goal is also to
inspire youngsters, boys and girls, to become a new
generation of engineers, and to raise awareness of the life
o f Stoke on Trent Hero Reginald Mitchell, and the
significance of his iconic f i g h t in g aeroplane, the
Supermarine Spitfire, which played such a vital part in our victory during WW II.
As Outreach storyteller with the project Glenn visited numerous
schools with storytelling sessions about the Spitfire, Mitchell,
and the ATA pilots of WW2, building enthusiasm for the
subjects, and engineering as a whole, as well as STEM subjects.
The children in the picture opposite were pupils at Ball green
Primary during his visit to year 2 and 3, and the picture above
shows a group of the Operation Spitfire team with RW388, the
Spitfire of the Potteries Museum and Art Gallery, including
Angela James their Outreach Poet and Professor Ray Johnson.

FROM A SELECTION OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED WORKS:
Featured Interview & Illustrator (The Sirens Call
Magazine) # issue 20
Dunroamin (The Sirens Call Magazine) # issue 18
To Lapland, Where it’s very Cold (WCR Radio)
A Gentle Footfall on the Stairs (Second City Scares) ISBN-10:
1490995684

Housebound (Dark Hall Press Ghost Anthology) ISBN
9780615884387
The Geri t off ’s House (Horror Express Vol III) ISBN
9781482780192
Attercop (Horror Express Vol II) ISBN 9781479154845
Broken God (Ripples, Friends in Verse) ISBN 9780615724485
Oliver Twisted (Ripples, Friends in Verse) ISBN 9780615724485
Hungry George (Ripples, Friends in Verse) ISBN 9780615724485
The Storm Piper (Ripples, Friends in Verse) ISBN 9780615724485
The Ballard of Bonnie and Hyde (Ripples, Friends in Verse) ISBN 9780615724485

CONTACT

GLENN MARTIN JAMES, 2 Blunt Street, May Bank, Newcastle
Under Lyme, Staffordshire, ST5 9NA
Phone: 0844 500 6185, E-mail: author@gmjames.co.uk, Web: www.gmjames.co.uk

HOW TO BOOK

Contact me by Phone or Email to book your session 

BIOGRAPHY
A prolific Dyslexic Author working in education, Glenn works
with schools, museums and nurseries, keying bespoke stories
to the requirements of the curriculum. Professionally as a
writer he straddles the line between a highly inventive
children’s author working in education, and a mature writer of
gothic fiction. His lively cartoons and atmospheric illustrations
bring his work flamboyantly to life, and are a great hit with both
children and adults alike.
Glenn’s Lottie and Mr Columbine stories and the opening
chapter of “Hugo and the Werewolf” were profiled alongside
the work of Curtis Jobling, (creator of Bob the Builder), on the
national children’s libraries website “Storiesfromtheweb”, in
“The Midnight Hour.” He delights in his story telling sessions
for children, and continues to develop his work.
His mature fiction featuring supernatural tales for older readers
have been published on both sides of the Atlantic, and as a
former radio producer, journalist and actor he is an
experienced and practiced performer used to speaking and
performing in public.
Glenn lives in Staffordshire with his wife (the Author Angela
Marie James), his daughters Charlotte and Elizabeth, and he
loves old Universal Horror films, friendly cats, and sausage
sandwiches, although not necessarily in that order.

STORYTELLING SESSIONS & WORKSHOPS
Types of Session
Performances
Glenn performs a diverse range of stories, keying his topics to the requirements of the
teachers and curriculum; these are followed by discussions & observation sessions
appropriate to the audience’s age. He will perform for several classes at
once or for the whole school in assemblies, whatever is required
for the occasion.

Workshops
Following a shorter session, Glenn gives workshops which encourage children to pick up his stories where
he has left off and to explore where they think the tale should go next. This is designed to cater to
individual classes or year groups, and last up to an hour and a half in length. To harmonise with the New
Curriculum (2014) these sessions emphasise performing the resulting works, with Glenn available to
return to listen to the resulting pieces written by the pupils. Tips and advice on performing would be
available as well as an advice sheet to help the children acclimatise to performing before their peers. In
all sessions children are encouraged to write their own fiction.

DBS Certification & Insurance
As a professional working in the education system and environments with children, Glenn has
contemporaneous DBS Clearance, and his certificate is available on request. He is also a member of the
NAWE (National Association of Writers in Education) and is fully insured.

Costs
A Full Day: £250
Half-a-Day: £150
Hourly rate: £50 (I can include assemblies and address whole schools)

Travel Expenses
By arrangement if outside North Staffordshire.

Discounts
Discounts are available for regular clients/regular bookings, and the fee for specific occasions and events
may be arranged privately. It is a practice of Glenn’s to work with two schools in one day if they are close
to one another, and provide a discounted rate which could be split between the two.

Styles of Writing and Storytelling
The style of Glenn’s writing is engaging and enthusiastic, ranging from warm
hearted and funny Lottie and Mr. Columbine stories for the younger children,
to gripping adventures which take the lesson as their heart and make them a
central part of the experience. Both styles of session encourage the children
to use their initiative and imagination in solving problems as part of the story
which highlights the topic, and build their confidence in exploring the topic
they are learning. The ideas carry them along and make the subject as much
fun as it is educational. The “To Be” (Continued) stories build up to a point of
high drama, right up until Glenn pauses and asks the children where the story
would go next, provoking a sea of hands to workshop solutions and plotlines
for the next half an hour, as they explore the roads which the narrative could
follow and discuss questions arising. (These sessions are from seven years
th

of age up till school leaving and 6 Form.)
He also provides illustrations as part of his tales, and encourages children to explore how best to illustrate
a tale with photos or appropriate drawings of their own.
This is proving a highly effective method, and generating considerable
enthusiasm amongst the children for writing, a love of reading, and
performing before their peers.
Glenn is an experienced actor and former Radio Presenter, and imbues his
characters with appropriate voices, characters, and appropriate stance,
scaling the heights of edge of the seat atmosphere, or the most mischievous
comedy.
This approach has proved a huge asset in assisting teachers in
exploring their subjects with their classes, and is proving a highly flexible
format for exploring ideas and the matter in hand.

CONTENT
Glenn performs a diverse range of stories, writing bespoke pieces in
accordance with the requirements of his clients. He is an experienced
researcher, able to blend key facts seamlessly into stories as an exciting
celebration of their themes. According to requirements his style can be
humorous, spooky, informative, journalistic, adventurous or reflective,
whatever is needed by the teachers.
Glenn has written works for schools based on the legends of the Tower of
London, WW1 and WW2, The Staffordshire Hoard, Pirates, Cavemen and
cave art, and Fantasy subjects. He works in partnership with teachers to
create subject specific tales for the themes of subjects being taught.
ON DYSLEXIA: Please note…. Glenn Martin James is a Dyslexic Author. The
condition was diagnosed when he was in his 30 ’s, and it’s a subject on
which he feels strongly that he must help others. He makes a point of
emphasizing his condition when speaking about his life as an author, and
always tries to empower and encourage anyone with learning difficulties during his school visits.

TESTIMONIALS
“Glenn James was invited as guest speaker to our year 8 students, January 2014,
speaking to a total of 210 students in two sessions. They are currently studying
Gothic Fiction. He was an excellent speaker, engaging the students, who varied in
ability. He was obviously passionate about the subject, and in particular,
Frankenstein, Jekyll and Hyde and Dracula, which produced several interesting
questions from the students. Glenn’s talk gave the students a good insight into
the subject of Gothic Literature, which will assist them in their own creative
writing on the subject. Following the talk, Glenn stayed to speak to several
students individually, and chatted informally with them and enjoyed an
impromptu photo shoot with students, adding to the fun. One student with a
particular interest in Sherlock Holmes engaged Glenn with a discussion about
the books. Glenn was friendly, knowledgeable, and professional at all times.
It was a pleasure to have him in our college, and we will be inviting him back
for events in the future.”

Linda Bromyard, Librarian, Blessed Edward Oldcorne Catholic
College

Operation Spitfire achieve its aims.

We are pleased to confirm that Glenn and Angela James were
commissioned by Operation Spitfire to develop literary material
(stories and poems) to be presented by them in primary and
secondary schools in Staffordshire. The material centre’s on the
Spitfire and Reginald Mitchell (the Spitfire designer) and is intended
to inspire young people to consider a career in engineering, as well
as give a sense of pride in the achievements of Staffordshire-born
Mitchell. Glenn and Angela have now delivered their stories and
poems in more than a dozen schools and the material has been well
received by children and by staff. Based on testimonials and
feedback from the children and from school staff we are confident
that Glenn and Angela have had a positive impact in helping
We would have no hesitation in recommending Glenn and Angela.

Julian Mitchell, Chairman - Operation Spitfire and Terry Stock, Secretary - Operation Spitfire
“Glenn recently attended our Autumn Fun Day here at Small Steps and held a fantastic Interactive Story Session
which held the children’s attention and left them spell bound throughout the story, with the fantastic illustrations
and the imaginative way he expressed the story, bringing the children into the tale told. The children were of mixed
ages and even the younger children were kept fully entertained as well as children up to the age of 12. We were
so impressed that we have booked him for our Christmas fun day and will continue to invite him in on an 8 weekly
basis to hold story sessions on our topics within the Pre School Room in the New Year. I wouldn’t hesitate in
Recommending the Story Teller for any occasion or activity, for children of all ages.” Trish Cliff, Manager,
Huggies Nursery, Bradwell
“My name is Hayley Hughes and I am a class teacher at Ball Green Primary
school. On the 15th July 2014 Glenn James delivered an operation spitfire story
telling session to my year 3 class. Story writing had been a focal point of our
year and the session enabled children to see that their love for story writing did
not need to end when they finished school. The session was both informative and
thought provoking and the children thoroughly enjoyed Glenn’s stories. With the
session being linked to the spitfire and local history it was relevant to children
and they were instantly engaged. Glenn’s manner and approach encouraged
discussions which led to a pleasurable experience for the class. Glenn’s passion
towards writing was evident and an inspiration to the class with some children
stating after the session that they too would like a career writing and telling
stories.”
Hayley Hughes, Teacher, Ball Green Primary School

GLENN JAMES
Writer, Storyteller, Performer & Artist
I would like to recommend to you my friend Glenn James – an experienced and accomplished Writer,
Artist, Storyteller and Performer.
I have seen Glenn working with children in schools and workshop situations - both in small groups and
as whole classes and groups of classes together.
His personable and engaging style encourages their attention and participation. He projects strongly,
and incorporates his own personal artworks as a key illustration. His artistic imagination and skill create
many-faceted images which engage the children in discussion and encourages them to release their
imaginations in their own artwork.
Children speak easily to Glenn, and his amiable yet firm manner gives them confidence in expressing
themselves and carrying out practical workshop tasks.
I have filmed Glenn in action and this film footage clearly shows his central role in achieving successful
workshops and good outcomes.
In the Lottery-funded project Hidden Voices he helped five teams of Year 5 children achieve dynamic
and entertaining film scripts which were then carried into production. Glenn also worked on the filming
sessions giving them courage in articulating and animating their scripted work.
Glenn was a key member of the project team in preparing and running the weekly workshops with the
school teams. He has the talent and ability to make the working sessions hugely enjoyable and
productive.
In addition, his extensive written reports on the work achieved with the children contributed greatly to the
required written feedback on all stages of the project.
Kind regards,

Prof. Ray Johnson MBE
Emeritus Professor of
Film Heritage and Documentary,
Staffordshire University

CURRENT

CATALOGUE

OF

STORY SUBJECTS

BY GLENN

MARTIN JAMES

Please note that Glenn works in conjunction with schools according to the requirements of the curriculum; If
stories are required covering topics not listed below, he will undertake to compose one as required for
no extra charge. These works are illustrated, and he undertakes storytelling workshops with the children
during his visit. Glenn also provides sessions & workshops on journalism, interviewing, public speaking and
illustration.

SCHOOLS TOPICS: THE “TO BE CONTINUED” STORIES

(Covering the full Key Stage Range)

A Skyward Spirit Soaring: R.J. Mitchell, WW2, female pilots and engineers, and the remarkable Spitfire.
A Kind of Magic: Cave Painting, Stone Age tribes, predators/Hunting, Fire, Shamans, and tools
Lupus Rex: The history and legends of King John, changes of the atmosphere caused by different times of
day, and the history of English Cathedrals.
Wulfcleaver and the Lost Gold: The Staffordshire Hoard and a Saga inspired by Beowulf on how it may have
been lost, Saxon Mercia and England, the geography of Staffordshire at the time, the hoard itself.
Walking before Anubis (Pharaohs): Egyptology, mummification, archaeology, superstition and the link
between the Titanic and the Mummy’s curse.
In Shadows Left by Kings: The Tower of London, the history of the tower, famous Royal legends, alleged
haunting, Henry VIII and English history
Norseman on the Threshold: Viking raids and the Saxon Period, history within our culture, Saga’s haunting
and Christianisation.
Gunpowder Burns: Historic Pirates and their connection to communities inland.
A Fair Victorian Christmas: Christmas tale involving mystery and using initiative and deductive skills.
The Hitching Witch of Knutton Road: English superstitions about witches, Halloween, and underlining
respect when Trick and Treating
Hugo and the Werewolf: Inspirational Narrative Writing, courage, inter-racial respect, and resourcefulness
An Illegal Alien: Inspirational Narrative Writing; exploring sci-fi concepts and “The Other” as a subject
The Dragon on the Landing: Inspirational Narrative Writing, fantasy writing, use of ordinary objects,
Stranger Danger
The Shapes of Things to Come: H. G Wells, the impact of the Potteries on War of the Worlds & Time Travel

LOTTIE & MR. COLUMBINE:

(PRE-SCHOOL to AGE 7 Subject Specific)

Outer Space
Autumn Days
Spring and New Life
Summer
Winter Wonderland
Snowmen
Beneath the Sea
The Missing Christmas Present
Carol Singing
Diversity
Our Bodies
Building and Construction
Halloween and Trick or Treat
Humpty Dumpty
Nursery Rhymes
The Wheels on the Bus
In the Jungle and Jungle Animals
Camouflage and Jungle animal’s bodies
Transport and vehicles
Also a full range of fun and silly adventure stories

(Preschool to Age 7)
EXCERPTS FROM THE STORIES OF GLENN JAMES: Lottie and Mr. Columbine

“Old Logo and the Balloon to the Moon”
“It was just at this point that an enormous voice said
“Ahem...” Mr. Columbine’s eyebrows shot up and he
looked over his shoulder with a rather guilty expression.
Standing just behind the fence was a giant, with a rather
annoyed look on its face. He must have been forty feet high
if he was an inch, and he was wearing the biggest bath
towel Lottie had ever seen wrapped around his waist. He
also had a shower cap on, and was carrying a Rubber Duck
the size of a beer barrel. Lottie spotted this straight away
and pointed at it with a laugh. The giant jumped and hid it
behind his back. Then he fixed Mr. Columbine with a very
stern eye.
“What do you think you’re doing with my braces?” he
said, rather accusingly.
Mr. Columbine swallowed and fiddled with one of his tails,
“Sorry Blunderbore!! I only borrowed them for a little
while...”

“The Rise and Fall of Humpty Dumpty”
“Lottie looked at him, and when she saw his thin little arms and
legs and his great big egg shaped body, and then that high wall
he had fallen from .... She jumped up and down in excitement,
singing:
“Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall,
Eating Green Bananas,
Where d’you think he put the skin?
Down his striped pyjamas!”
“I don’t like Bananas!” said Humpty Dumpty indignantly, “And
my Pajamas are not striped, they have little pink bunny rabbits
all over them!”
“Pink Bunny Rabbits?” said Mr. Columbines voice, and they
could hear him laughing from somewhere under Humpty Dumpty.
“With bright yellow fluffy tails!” added Humpty Dumpty, “Now don’t just stand
there, help me get back on my wall!”

Gothic Literature and Talks on Specific Subjects
Glenn is an excellent researcher and can compile and
deliver a talk on any subject required by schools, via
consultation between himself and teachers.
Of note is his talk about Gothic Literature, a subject
of consideration on the syllabus 2014, which covers
the three great classics of the genre, “Frankenstein”
by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelly, “The Strange Affair
of Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” by Robert Lewis
Stevenson, and “Dracula” by Bram Stoker. Going
from the evening of the party at the Villa Diadati,
where the bored Lord Byron and the Shelly’s decided
to amuse themselves by each writing a ghost story,
Glenn shows just what an impact this diversion had
on English literature, and the strong moral themes
surrounding the three great outsiders who are the
starring creatures of their books.
This talk has been received so successfully that he is
asked back annually to deliver it to students at
Worcestershire schools, and his essay on the subject
has been circulated between the English
departments of schools in the city for its useful
insights into the subject. There follows an excerpt from the document, and Glenn can lend his
literary and speaking talents towards exploring any subject required.

“There’s A Light Over At The Frankenstein Place”: A Brief
insight into Classic Gothic Literature” © By G. M. James 2012
“....Mary retired to bed and dreamt of “a feverish
Medical student laboring over a creature he had
made by robbing graves and stitching the limbs of
the dead together.” In her vision the youth laboured
over a “great Engine” and using electricity brought
the creature to life.” This dream fired her imagination,
and with Shelley’s encouragement, young Mary penned
one of the greatest Gothic novels, immortalized by its
one word title:

“FRANKENSTEIN”.
Her story is told in the form of diary extracts, and
follows the unhappy experiences of young Viktor
Frankenstein, a Genoese medical student who is
determined to conquer death, and who assembles a
creature from the limbs of the dead and then rashly
bestows it with life.
Her story is a deeply moral warning, a cautionary moral
tale echoed many years later in “Jurassic Park”, where
the deep observation is made about the resurrection of
the dinosaurs: “Your scientists were so preoccupied
with whether or not they could (do it), they didn’t stop
to think if they should.”

EXCERPTS FROM THE STORIES OF GLENN JAMES (AGE 7 ONWARDS)

From ”The Dragon on the Landing” (Fantasy)
“.....And then... they saw the great terracotta dragon start
to move.
With a dull clinking noise like flowerpots or chimney pots
moving, it reared up and stretched, and turned to look back
towards the house. Mr. Moldwichs chanting took on an urgent
tone and he stretched out his hand as if he was trying to ward
it off..... But as they watched, in disbelief and amazement, it
took to the skies, with huge slow beats of its wings, and came
down towards the window.
Breaking free with a strength which amazed them, Judy ran
towards the window, and the approaching dragon. Caleb and
his sister jumped up and ran over, desperately trying to pull her
back, but there was a cry of “No! No, let her go!!” and Uncle
Bosoon ran up behind them both and pulled them back.
Judy took a flying leap out onto the dragons back, and it set off
high into the sky, carrying her up into the clouds and away
through the night..... Its wings making a grating sound like chimney pots rolling against one
another....”

From “Mentioned in Dispatches” (The Great War)
“You had Mail. You had mail, and you could hold it in your hand. A sealed envelope, addressed
to YOU, in clearly discernible handwriting
spelled out in ink, and accompanied by the
imperial authority of his Majesty King
George V, whose dignified profile on the
stamp had given the letter passage across
all the intervening miles, resounding
depths of ocean, and the war torn shifting
line on the map known as “The Front”.
Receiving a longed for letters from a
loved one was a really special treat. A
little anchor to everything you were, and
everything and everyone you loved, something which took you into a place really special
amidst the realities of day to day life and raised the sender’s voice in your mind and your heart,
so that in each line you could hear them as if they were speaking to you.
Words lifted the heart, humble words shaped in ink committed to a simple piece of paper, put
down by someone as much with their heart as their hand or by the moving agent of a pen. The
writing of a letter took a lot of care and thought. It was a precious thing to be received and
would be read again and again, pored over like a holy manuscript, read to everyone else, and
added to the precious little cache of accumulating envelopes received with love.”

EXCERPTS FROM THE STORIES OF GLENN JAMES

From “A Skyward Spirit Soaring” (WW2, the Spitfire & R. J. Mitchell)

“As she walked towards the door Diana spared a thought
for the designer of the aircraft she was going to see for the
first time, and his untimely, tragic death. Never can the life
of such a person have slid into place with such predestined
purpose, such intense commitment.
Only rarely in life can the brainchild of a man or woman
make such an incredible impact is that it forever associated
with them, and they become instantly recognisable; the one
instantly reminding you of the other.
Sometimes someone is absolutely in the right place at the
right time for this to happen, events converging to focus
someone’s brilliance into astounding flights of
achievement.
Only now was anyone starting to realise what had driven
Mr. Mitchell, the designer of the Spitfire, so hard when he
was so seriously ill, the insight and application which had made him work so hard and even to learn
to fly a plane himself when his health was fast declining.”

From “A Kind of Magic” (Cave Dwellers)
“Father said nothing in the world could
distract him, when he was making things
appear on the wall. Light danced and weaved,
living amongst the dry branches they had
gathered together, filling the walls with
warmth and light, and the only pause was
when Child added more wood to the greedy
flickering tongues of yellow and orange,
which ate through then so quickly.
That was the only time he roused from his
work, the only time he looked up and noticed
anything different, or would hear when anyone said anything to him.
Eyes fixed on the walls, all that he knew were the colours on his fingers and the pieces of stick he was
using, as Child wedged himself into angles in the walls, leaning around the black ghost of his
shape the fire threw up against the stone like a giant, and which followed his every move in a way
none of them understood, and all of them secretly feared. Toes finding a grip, fingers smudging and
working on the gritty surface, Child climbed where ever the story took him, as he was lost in the
deepest magic; He was making the world as a story, and creating it on the walls above them with his
hands and his eyes.

EXCERPTS FROM THE STORIES OF GLENN MARTIN JAMES

(MATURE WORKS)
“OLIVER TWISTED” (A Genre Pastiche)
Oliver Twisted” A Genre Pastice

“Charles Dickens usually found himself to be a quite well disposed ghost, but much to everyone’s
surprise, he was marching through the writer’s haven in Paradise with an unusually thunderous
frown, tugging at his beard.
Offers of honeydew and the milk of paradise went un-noticed, and he strode past H.G. Wells and
George Orwell without even noticing their cheerful salutation of good morning. Something was on his
mind and he needed advise, so he sought a wise soul.
He pulled up a cloud next to a thoughtfully distracted figure with a bald pate, who was beavering
away over the summer rep season, and sat down so hard that several cherubs scarpered, and it
caused a short and unexpected rain of Hazel Nuts over Newport Pagnel.
“Hmmmmmmm.....” went Charles, sourly and with emphasis.
The two had known each other for a good 130 years, and the other writer smiled knowingly.
“Oh Dear,” muttered Dickens friend without looking up, “That doesn’t sound good. Whatever is the
matter?”
Charles dug something out of his pocket and slapped it onto the table, “Have you seen this?”
Shakespeare put down his quill, and picked up a rather gaudy looking book, with a picture of Fagin
with bloody fangs on the cover, surrounded by evil looking children. It had the title “Oliver Twisted:
Fagin the Vampire King.” He raised his eyebrows rather archly and gave Dickens a rueful look, “Oh
dear.....
Have
Any
Books
Dyslexia?” (Personal
(Personal Learning
Do“Do
YouYou
Have
any
Books
onon
Dyslexia?”
Dyslexia)Difficulties)

I was actually diagnosed as being dyslexic in 2002, and my friend Michele Clare the artist tells a story
about this event in my life. On informing her of my news over the phone, she maintains that in a
completely unconscious way I went on to say “I think I’ll see if I can get anything from the library on
dyslexia”.
Of course she laughed like a drain.
I swear that I don’t remember saying this, certainly not deliberately, but she has pulled my leg about it
for years. It could be worse, I suppose, and at least she does so in a supportive way, as it was a very
affectionate ribbing. I have had much unhappier experiences concerning the matter.
The truly bizarre thing about the condition in my case is that by nature I am a very driven writer. In
fact, writing is my calling, and for a substantial period of my adult life I have supported myself by
writing.
By that time in my life professionally for a long time I had been a Reporter and Radio Producer,
writing scripts, short stories and comedy sketches, to say nothing of 4,000 words on a Friday
afternoon for a programmes menu, links and talkout. Then I was a Verbatim Reporter of Criminal Law
(or “Logger”) for 4 years, covering every kind of criminal hearing and usually writing 20 sides of A4
every day in longhand.
That was while working on my first novel, and keeping a regular diary since the age of 14!
Perhaps I should have not so much said “Driven” as “Compulsive”.
But Dyslexic......?

FAQ’s
Why should we welcome a Storyteller and Writer into our school?
The visit of an author or storyteller to schools
can really inspire children to be more
enthusiastic readers and writers: The visit
provides a really good connection for them
meet the author and hear stories first hand,
and to speak to them about their writing.
With the author present they can ask all
about the inspiration for their stories, how
these tales came to be written, and find
out all about the creative process which goes
into creating a story. It’s a great experience
and most children and teachers like to meet a
real practicing author, especially if they have
written something special for the occasion.
Visits like these can enthuse and engage even
very reluctant readers, as well as SEND and
pupil premium children. Due to the catalytic
presence of a writer who is performing their
own work, it enthuses them to consider how
they can write and perform their own work,
and gets them really curious about exploring
stories and reading. Their imagination is fired
and provides a real kick start to exploring
their abilities.
I show that an amazing story can be written
about anything and anywhere, that it can
include science, history, or engineering, any subject they wish to incorporate, and it can be really exciting
and enthralling. I get everyone involved in
discussing where the story might go and how
it may develop, and get the children shouting
out answers and guessing what is going to
happen. Even the shy ones are engaged and
everyone has a chance to contribute, which
gets them really excited about writing,
reading and performing, especially if I have
written something about an area they
recognise or the history of their school!

How do we best invite you to visit us?
You can telephone me directly on 0844 500 6185, or even better email me on glennjames@gmjames.co.uk

Exactly how far in advance should we contact you before your visit?
A couple of months in advance would be very helpful, ideally 3-6 months in advance, as I aim to plan
ahead with the requirements of upcoming terms (working in harmony with the teachers) and also there are
popular times of year which get demanding, i.e. National Storytelling Week, World book Day, World
Storytelling Day, International Children’s Book Day, or National Share a Story Month in May. But I aim to
accommodate as smoothly as possible, even at short notice, so please ask and I’ll fit you in!

Do you work with small groups of children too?
I work with however many children you will require; I have worked with a dozen, and I have performed to
full school assemblies.

How many sessions can you fit into a visit?
My sessions last an hour, so I can do three across a morning for half a day, or 5 for a whole days visit.

Do you have a DBS Certification professionally?
I have a full enhanced contemporaneous DBS Certificate and this is available on request by email.

Do you have insurance professionally for your visits?
As a member of the National Association of Writers in Education (NAWE) I have full Public and Private Liability
insurance provided through their professional membership scheme. I can provide certificates on request.

How much do you charge for your visits?
A Full Day: £250
Half-a-Day: £150
Hourly rate: £50 (I can include assemblies and address whole schools)

Do you charge expenses for visiting schools and nurseries?
If I am making a visit which is outside North Staffordshire then I would make a charge for my travel expenses.
When arranging the visit I would notify you as to an estimate as to how much this would entail, and in due
course receipts would be available to be copied for your records. This having been said I work on a broad canvas
and will always consider a request for a visit, be it down the road or in North America!

Do you offer discounts?
I do offer discounts, especially to ongoing clients for repeated or regular bookings. Please contact me to discuss
this in more detail. I aim to develop ongoing relationships with schools, with repeat visits at certain intervals
and arrange a discounted rate.

At what point and how do we pay you?
Before visiting I will email you my invoice in advance. Payment by BAC’s would be most convenient, but I will accept
a cheque where appropriate. If payment can be made within 14 days of my visit I would be extremely grateful, and
if likely to be later I would appreciate an approximate date for payment.

What can we do to get the children excited about you coming to see us?
I would be delighted to provide a poster which can be displayed around the school or to send you something for
the school website or letters home to parents. (There is an example of one of my posters on the last page of this
pack, and I can easily put something specific together for you.) Please encourage the children to look up my work
on my website and read some of my work: I can send previous tales for them in advance to wet their appetite in
advance, and suggest questions they might like to ask when I am at the school. If present all day, I would be
delighted to have lunch with a member of staff and a group of the children.

What can you do after my visit?
I encourage the children to pick up the pen where I have left off and continue my stories, following their own
inspiration and ideas. If the school will send me the resulting stories I will delight to read through them and provide
written feedback and comments on the work for the school and the children. I would be available to return and
be present if the children are reading out the resulting work in future sessions and to give them advise and pointers
on their efforts. I would also be delighted to write a piece for the school magazine, newspaper or website about
the visit, and I always try to provide copies of any artwork or illustrations for the children and classes.

